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Aim: Patient-specific 3D-printed guides for pedicle screw insertion in spinal deformity surgery offer an
alternative to image-guided, robotic and free-hand methods. Different design features can impact their
accuracy and clinical applicability. The aim of this study was to compare the performance of three dif-
ferent guide designs with the nonguided free-hand technique. Materials & methods: 3D-printed guides
were design and tested using anatomical models of human spines and porcine cadaveric specimens. Three
different guided groups (low, medium and full contact) and one nonguided group was formed. Results &
conclusion: The design approach affected level of accuracy of screw placement. A variability in terms of
accuracy of screw insertion between surgeon’s experience using nonguided/guided techniques was also
observed, suggesting benefit for junior surgeons in improving surgical accuracy.
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Spinal fusion is used to treat a range of conditions associated with spinal column such as intervertebral disc
degeneration and scoliosis [1]. It is an effective procedure in that it provides an almost immediate stabilization of the
spine [2–5]. In this procedure accurate placement of pedicle screws is crucial to ensure both rigid fixation of the spine
and associated implants (i.e., plates and rods) as well as minimizing the risk of neurological injuries [6,7]. Aside from
the traditional free-hand (FH) techniques, a number of new approaches based on live imaging and 3D-printing
templates have been developed to increase the accuracy of the pedicle screw insertion while screw misplacements
still occur.

Different techniques have shown different screw misplacement rates. For example, for the FH technique this
seems to be as high as 40% [8–10], while for the robotic and image-guided techniques the misplacement rate has been
reported to be in the range of 3–11% [11–15]. Recently 3D-printed patient-specific guides have gained increased
popularity, but they also show a misplacement rate of 2–9%, in other words, similar to the robotic and image-guided
systems [16–20].

While image-guided and robotic-assisted systems may offer increased accuracy, there is also a higher radiation
exposure associated with these systems. This is a concern especially for pediatric patients who are regularly exposed
to radiation during their follow-up care/treatments [21–23]. Similarly, the high rate of complications and revision
surgeries associated with scoliotic patients, has meant that these groups of patients are also at high risk of over
radiation exposure [24–26]. Hence, patient-specific 3D-printed surgical guides for pedicle screw insertion have the
potential to offer a cost-effective alternative without increasing intrasurgical radiation exposure and making complex
surgeries much safer. Nevertheless, a wide variety of surgical guides have been developed, mainly based on their
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Table 1. First and second experiments overview of the screw insertions performed by the surgeons and the method of
screw insertion.
First experiment Surgeon 1 Surgeon 2 Surgeon 3

L2 FH FH FH

L2 FC FC FC

L2 MC MC MC

L2 LC LC LC

Total screws inserted 40 40 40

Second experiment Surgeon 4

T12 FH FH FH

L1 MC MC MC

L2 LC LC LC

L3 FH MC FH

L4 MC LC MC

L5 LC FH LC

Total screws inserted 12 12 12

FC: Full contact; FH: Free hand; LC: Low contact; MC: Medium contact.

level of contact with the vertebra, with no clear consensus on the optimum design. To the best of our knowledge,
no previous study has analyzed the reproducibility and repeatability of specific designs and nor has established a
direct comparison between them.

The overall aims of this study were to evaluate and compare the accuracy of screw insertion between three
3D-printed surgical guides focusing on the level of contact. The specific aims were: to assess the reproducibility,
repeatability and accuracy of screw insertion on 3D-printed model of a human vertebra; and to investigate the
effect of soft tissue on the accuracy of screw insertion in cadaveric porcine specimen. The aforementioned two
specific aims were addressed in two experiments detailed below.

Materials & methods
Experiment design
In the first experiment (repeatability and reproducibility), three different surgical guides for pedicle screw insertion
were developed based on a model of human vertebrae. The guides were different based on their level of contact
to the vertebra, in other words, full contact (FC), medium contact (MC) and low contact (LC). These were 3D-
printed and used for screw insertion into the 3D-printed model of the same human vertebrae (L2). A FH group
was also included where screws were inserted without 3D-printed guides. The FH insertion was performed using
presurgical computed tomography (CT) 2D slices and no fluoroscopic guidance. Screw insertions were performed
by four surgeons, surgeon 1 (2 years as spinal registrar, 1 year neurosurgery and 8 years in orthopedics), surgeon
2 (2 years as registrar in orthopedics, 5 years as spinal fellow and 10 years as spinal consultant), surgeon 3 (1
year in orthopedics and 2 years as spinal fellow) and surgeon 4 (8 years as neurosurgeon registrar from which 5
years doing spinal fixations). First screws were inserted based on the FH method follow by the 3D-printed guides.
Following screw insertion, specimens were CT scanned and screw alignment were quantified and compared across
the groups. This experiment enabled us to test the repeatability and reproducibility of screw insertion using the
aforementioned techniques. In the second experiment (role of soft tissue), MC and LC 3D-printed guides were
developed for a series of porcine cadavers (based on pre-op CT scans). These were used along sides a FH technique
for screw insertions on the same porcine cadaveric specimens. These specimens were also CT scanned following
screw insertion and characterized in the same way as the first experiment. This experiment enabled us to assess
the effect of soft tissues on the screw insertion using the aforementioned guides. Note, in the first experiment a
total of ten screws per technique and per surgeon were inserted. In the second experiment a total of four screws
per technique and per surgeon were inserted. See Table 1 for detail break down of screw insertions across the two
experiments.
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Figure 1. Virtual surgical planning to identify ‘ideal’ screw positioning. (A) First experiment. (B) Second experiment.

Specimens, imaging & 3D reconstruction
For the first experiment, retrospective CT-scan images of a female patient were obtained. The images were acquired
using a T/L spine protocol. Slice thickness was 1 mm, spacing between slices was 0.5 mm and an in-plane resolution
was 0.625 mm. The CT scanner used was the Ingenuity Core 128 (Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The
L2 vertebra from this patient was segmented using ScanIP image processing software (Synopsys, CA, USA) to
generate the 3D model of the L2 vertebrae. A threshold of 230HU for lower value and 3020HU for upper value
was used to generate the bone mask a Gaussian filter of 1 px radius to smooth the surface. The following parameters
were used to simulate the cancellous bone: minimum shell thickness, 1 mm; inner shell triangulation, three; fit
small cavities, 0.5 mm; unit cell type, Schoen gyroid; target volume fraction, 15%; and unit cell size, 4 mm. The
segmented model was then 3D printed. For the second experiment, porcine cadaver tissues were obtained from a
specialized medical meat supplier. The same CT scanner and segmentation protocols as the first experiment were
used to develop 3D models of the vertebra for the virtual planning and characterization studies detailed below.

Virtual surgical planning
Virtual surgical planning was performed in a computer aided design package (SolidWorks, Dassault Systems,
Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) to identify the ‘ideal’ or ‘planned’ screw insertion position in relation to various
anatomical features in the axial and sagittal planes. These were quantified as a series of angle measurements and
the deviation from these angles, in other words, ‘ideal’ screw insertion position, were then quantified across various
groups (Figure 1). For the first experiment, we followed the traditional surgical planning for the lumbar levels:
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Table 2. 3D-printing parameters used to manufacture different components based on their material properties.
Material Layer height (mm) Infill (%) Print speed (mm/s) Extrusion temperature

(◦C)
Bed temperature (◦C)

PolyWood™ (Polymaker) 0.18 Gyorid (100) 35 225 55

ABS (Flashforge) 0.12 Hexagonal (15) 50 205 105

ABS: Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene.

entry point in between the ‘pars articularis’ and ‘laminae’ and sagittal trajectory parallel to the upper plate (AO
Foundation). Two points were used to define this trajectory: centroid of the minimal cross-sectional area and entry
point given by the anatomical references (Figure 1A). For the second experiment in the cadaveric porcine specimens,
an alternative trajectory with entry point on a flat surface was suggested. The entry point was placed on the flat area
of the ‘laminae’ to avoid the drill bit slippage and angled according to the porcine pedicle anatomy. Trajectories
were more laterally angled and slightly caudal in the sagittal plane (Figure 1B). In the case of the pig cadaveric
specimen, every vertebra had its corresponding virtual surgically planned angles including the FH group.

Guide design
Three and two different screw insertion guides were designed for the first and second experiments, respectively. The
designs were different based on the level of contact to the posterior vertebrae anatomy, in other words, FC, MC and
LC (Figure 2). This was based on Azimifar et al. classification, low and medium invasiveness surgical guides [27].
In brief, the FC guides were designed based on the posterior surface topography of the vertebra (negative shape)
where a perfect match could be achieved between the guide and the vertebra. The MC guides were designed to
ensure contact can be achieved at several selected areas (superior articular process and spinous process (negative
shape) and base of spinous process and transverse process (flat supports). This approach ensured minimizing the
screw insertion error that can occur due to an inefficient soft-tissue removal. The LC guides were designed using
a limited contact area across (spinous process (negative shape), superior articular process, base of spinous process
and transverse process (pointed supports) (Figure 3).

Two tools were used within each surgical technique and therefore two-step guiding system was designed: pilot
hole drilling with a pedicle probe in the first experiment and a drill in the second experiment; and pedicle screw
insertion with the screwdriver. For the first experiment multistep guides were designed (Figure 2A). For the second
experiment we used one step screwdriver guide with an added drilling sleeve inserted on the screwdriver guide to
ensure pilot hole and screw insertion trajectories were concentric. Spinous process support orientation was also
changed from the previous design because it did allow to fit the guides in consecutive spinal segments (Figure 2B).
The same tolerance was applied for the two tool-guide interfaces. We used a tolerance of 0.24 mm for the probe/drill
guide and 0.2 mm for the screwdriver guide.

3D printing
Filament-fused fabrication methodology employed in Dreamer Dual extruder 3D printer (Zhejiang Flashforge
3D Technology Co., Ltd, Jinhua, China) was used to manufacture the vertebrae in the first experiment and all
guides used throughout the study. The vertebrae anatomical model and the patient-specific surgical guides were
manufactured using wood filament (Polywood™, Polymaker, Utrecht, The Netherlands) and acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (Flashforge), respectively. The printer was used in its standard configuration, equipped with a nozzle of
0.4 mm diameter. 3D-printing parameters were adjusted for the different materials based on supplier advice (see
Table 2 for details).

Analysis
Following the screw insertion in all groups, all the 3D-printed L2 vertebras and the porcine cadaveric specimens
were CT scanned to assess the screw insertion accuracy. The CT images were reconstructed, and various angles as
detailed in ‘virtual surgical planning’ (Figure 2) were measured. The difference between the implanted screw angles
obtained from the postoperative CTs and the initial angles based on the pre-operative ‘virtual surgical planning’
were then calculated across all cases.

Two limitations of the aforementioned angle measurement (detailed above) are: a misplaced screw can be
parallel to the planned surgical trajectory and cortical breaching can occur despite accurate screw placement. To
address aforementioned limitations: detail qualitative visual inspection of all postoperative CT images was carried
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Figure 2. The guide designed, and the surgical techniques used. (A) First experiment. (B) Second experiment.
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Figure 3. Summary of the differences between the planed screw position and the inserted screws in the first experiment. Results are
presented by each surgeon and also the average of all three surgeons for all guides and the free-hand technique.
The significance level was set at p ≤ 0.05 where: *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001.

out, and Gertzbein–Robbins extended screw misplacement classifications was used [28]. In brief, this classification,
uses a grading system to comment on the extend of cortical breaching where: grade A refers to a that has not
breached the cortical layer of the pedicle in the axial plane; grade B refers to a screw that has breaches the cortical
layer of the pedicle but does not exceed it laterally by >2 mm; grade C and D refer to a screw that has penetrated
into the cortical layer by <4 and 6 mm, respectively; and grade E refers to a screws that do not pass through the
pedicle or that, at any given point in their intended intrapedicular course, breach the cortical layer of the pedicle
in any direction by >6 mm. Grades A and B are considered clinically acceptable while grades C, D and E are not.

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., CA, USA). One-
way ANOVA was carried out between all groups. The significance level was set at p ≤ 0.05 where:
*p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001.

Results
Experiment 1: repeatability & reproducibility
Postoperative surgical variability from the ‘planned’ screw insertion based on the first experiment is summarized in
Figure 3. Deviations from the ‘planned’ screw insertion for surgeon 1 (Figure 3) between the guided groups (FC,
MC and LC) and the nonguided (FH group) with a mean difference ranged between 4.5 to 6.2◦ from the planned
trajectories. This was statistically significant for sagittal angles. A similar pattern was observed based on the screws
that were implanted by surgeon 2, in other words, statistically significant difference was found between the guided
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Table 3. Clinical accuracy according to the Gertzbein–Robbins classification of the pedicle screws inserted by surgeon 1–3
in both experiments.

First experiment Second experiment

Grade A and B Grade C, D and E Grade A and B Grade C, D and E

Surgeon 1

Free hand 9 (90%) 1 (10%) E 2 (50%) 2 (50%) CC

Full contact 10 (100%) 0% - -

Medium contact 10 (100%) 0% 3 (75%) 1 (25%) C

Low contact 8 (80%) 2 (20%) EE 3 (75%) 1 (25%) D

Surgeons 2 and 4 Surgeon 2 Surgeon 4

Free hand 9 (90%) 1 (10%) C 1(25%) 3 (75%) CCD

Full contact 8 (80%) 2 (20%) CC - -

Medium contact 10 (100%) 0% 1(25%) 3 (75%) CDD

Low contact 10 (100%) 0% 3 (75%) 1 (25%) D

Surgeon 3

Free hand 7 (70%) 3 (30%) CCC 2 (50%) 2 (50%) DD

Full contact 10 (100%) 0% - -

Medium contact 10 (100%) 0% 2 (50%) 2 (50%) CC

Low contact 9 (90%) 1 (10%) C 4(100%) 0%

Total

Free hand 25 (83.3%) 5 (16.67%) 7 (58.3%) 5 (41.6%)

Full contact 28 (93.3%) 2 (6.67%) - -

Medium contact 30 (100%) 0% 6 (50%) 6 (50%)

Low contact 27 (90%) 3 (10%) 10 (83.3%) 2 (16.6%)

and nonguided only for sagittal right angles, with a mean difference ranging from 4.6 to 6.0◦. Results obtained
from the surgeon 3 showed no difference in the sagittal angles across all groups; however, there was a significant
difference between the guided and the nonguided (FH group) in the axial plane. The mean difference range of the
nonguided group for axial angles was 14.9–19.8◦. Overall, based on the averaged data presented in Figure 3, there
was a significant difference between the guided groups and the nonguided group while no statistically significant
difference was found between the different guided groups, in other words, FC, MC and LCs.

Clinical grading based on Gertzbein–Robbins classification for the first experiment highlighted that all screws
placed using the MC guides were grade A and B with 100% accuracy by all three surgeons. This was followed by
the FC, LC, and then FH approach where the FH had the highest number of grade C, D and E, in other words, 5
screws out of 30 (see Table 3 for first experiment data).

Experiment 2: role of soft tissue
Postoperative surgical variability from the ‘ideal’ screw insertion based on the second experiment is summarized in
Figure 4. Deviations from the ‘planned’ screw insertion for surgeon 1 showed a statistically significant difference
in the sagittal left angles (Figure 4) between the MC and LC groups and also between the MC group and the FH
technique. There was no statistical difference between the considered techniques based on the screws that were
inserted by surgeon 4. However, there was a significant difference between all considered techniques in the axial-left
measurements based on the screws that were inserted by surgeon 3. Overall, the average data from all three surgeons
did not show any statistically significant difference between the guided groups (MC and LC) and the nonguided
group. Nonetheless, the FH group showed higher deviations from the ‘planed’ screw insertion path comparing to
MC and LC groups in the axial plane and the sagittal left (see Figure 4 for the average data).

Clinical grading based on Gertzbein–Robbins classification for the second experiment highlighted that 83% of
the screws inserted using the LC guides were classified as grade A and B. This was followed by 58% for the FH and
50% for the MC guides (see Table 3 for the second experiment data).
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Figure 4. Summary of the differences between the planed screw position and the inserted screws in the second experiment. Results are
presented by each surgeon and also the average of all three surgeons for all guides and the free-hand technique.
The significance level was set at p ≤ 0.05, where *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001.

Qualitative observations
During the screw insertion in both experiments, several patterns were observed and found by the surgical team
unanimously:

• FC guides were found to be more stable but hard to fit and remove from the vertebral body due to the soft tissue;
• LC guides were least stable requiring more time to verify the correct guide positioning;
• MC guides had higher stability in compare to LC guides yet the surgical team appeared to prefer to work with

the LC guides offering higher visibility of the entry point area;
• Three step guides, used in the first experiment on 3D-printed vertebrae, were found to be time consuming

and with potential risk of non-concentric trajectories between the steps. Hence, a concentric drill sleeve and
screwdriver sleeve guide was designed for the second experiment on porcine cadaveric specimens minimizing the
number of steps and time as well spent placing the guides;

• Guiding the screwdriver for screw insertion makes guides significantly bigger, affecting the visibility of entry
point. The pilot hole is a determining factor for a correct screw placement [29,30], therefore, screwdriver guidance
is not a conclusive factor in screw accuracy. A drilling guide might significantly reduce the size of the guide;

• There is always possibility that defection off trajectory or deflection forces can overwhelm the guide. This can
be avoided by keeping entry point small and can lessen the potential for deflection and help maintain trajectory;
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• Spinous process landmark despite being reported to add high rotational stability [31] and high reproducibility [32]

it appeared not to be reliable in this study. The interspinous and supraspinous ligament could lead to excess of
lack of soft-tissue removal like some authors reported [19,27,33–35]. Furthermore it contains cartilage tissue that has
low reproducibility on CT imaging (around 10% error thickness) [36]. This suggests that cartilaginous landmarks
are not advised in this type of surgical guide;

• The articular process joint has a similar issue;
• Laminae was found to be highly reproducible in CT imaging. It is typically exposed in FH technique, what

makes it very convenient landmark for this guide;
• Guide fitting was found to be a sensible step in LC and MC guide designs. A 3D-printed anatomical model was

used in the porcine cadaveric testing to check the guide fitting as proposed by other authors [16] to potentially
avoid fluoroscopic shots to confirm guide trajectory;

• Strategies to increase the stability of guides are needed (i.e., supports, pin the guide, handle, multilevel guides);
• The use of the guides in long segment open spinal fusion cases can be favored given the amount of bone free of

soft-tissue exposure.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to compare the reproducibility, repeatability and accuracy of pedicle screw insertion
between guided and nonguided techniques. Three different guided groups (LC, MC and FC) were compared on a
3D-printed models of human vertebra (i.e., experiment 1). Based on the feedback from the clinical team involved
in the insertion of the screws in the aforementioned experiment two guide designs, in other words, LC and MCs
were then further tested on cadaveric porcine specimen (experiment 2) to assess the impact of soft tissue on the
potential differences between the aforementioned guides and the FH technique.

Results of the first experiment highlighted that the guided techniques led to a more accurate and repeatable
screw insertion compared with the nonguided (FH) technique. This was reflected in both comparison between
the postoperative screw insertion and the planned screw position (Figure 3; note the lower standard deviations for
the guided techniques in compare to the nonguided one) and the clinical classification results (Table 3; 83% of
nonguided screws were grade A and B vs over 90% of guided screws were grade A and B). This finding was not
statistically significant in the second experiment, nonetheless LC guides showed a higher clinical accuracy compared
with the FH techniques (83.3 vs 58.3% grade A and B; Table 3).

On the other hand, we did not observe any statistically significant difference between the different guides that
were considered in both experiments. Nonetheless, results of the first experiment highlighted that the medium
guides were perhaps more repeatable and accurate than the FC and LC, in other words, Figure 3 showed overall
lower standard deviation for this group compare to the other two guided techniques and Table 3 highlighted that
all screws inserted using the MC guides had clinical score of grade A and B. While results of the second experiment
highlighted the contrary where LC guides appeared to have higher accuracy than the MC guides (83.3 vs 50%
grade A and B; Table 3).

The differences observed in the outcomes of the first and second experiments performed here can be due to
several factors perhaps the most important ones are:

• Soft tissues – we were indeed interested to investigate if soft tissues alter the findings of the first experiments.
Our results highlight the crucial role of the soft tissues when designing and developing patient-specific surgical
guides;

• Surgical implantation technique – in the first experiment two-step guides were used while in the second
experiment one-step screwdriver guide with an added drilling sleeve was used. This was due to the clinical team
feedback during the first experiment also considering that that two-step guides can lead to a mismatch between
the planned and final screw insertion trajectories. Nevertheless, Sugawara et al. used multistep guides to offer
multiple confirmation of the trajectory using the FC approach [35];

• Number of inserted screws and anatomical differences – a higher number of screws were inserted in the first group
as oppose to the second group (i.e., 120 vs 35 screws) which is indeed the main limitation of the study. Due to
the cost and ethical implications current study compared use of pig cadaver tissue versus 3D-printed materials.
Naturally, an ideal scenario would be to use human cadaver tissue. Nonetheless, considering the differences
between the two experiments carried out here, it was interesting that both experiments found higher clinical
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accuracy for the screws that were inserted with a guide in compare to the FH inserted screws. This is indeed in
line with recent clinical studies in this area (see, for example [37–39]).

The results of the present study also highlight the variability that exists in terms of accuracy of screw insertion
between different surgeons using either guided or nonguided techniques. In the first experiment surgeons 1 and
3 had lower clinical experience compare to surgeon 2. In the second experiment all three surgeons were junior.
Regarding the FH trajectory preferred, in the first experiment surgeons 1 and 2 used the traditional trajectory while
surgeon 3 was more lateral to achieve higher screw pullout resistance. This was to some extent reflected in both
experiments. For example, in the first experiment the FH screws inserted by surgeon 1 had higher misplacement
grade E (i.e., 10%) and surgeon 3 had lower grade A and B but higher number of misplaced screws (i.e., 70%)
compare to surgeons 2 and 4 (i.e., >90%; Table 3) with grade C misplacement. Also, both Figures 3 & 4 showed
higher deviation from the planed screw position in the axial left and right for surgeon 3 comparing to surgeons 1
and 2. Interestingly, it appears that the 3D-printed guides help surgeon 3 more than surgeons 1 and 2 to achieve
a closer match to the planned screw trajectories (Figures 3 & 4) and higher grade A and B scores (Table 3) across
both experiments performed in this study. While this observation is based on limited number of surgeons (n = 3), it
highlights that perhaps the screw guides have a much more important role in the clinical outcome of junior surgeons
than the more senior surgeons while the guides are clearly benefiting all surgeons regardless of their experience.

In summary, we believe that patient-specific guides can reduce the risk of screw misalignment that can be high
especially in case of patients with spinal deformities without increasing intra-surgical radiation. The current FH
technique heavily relies on the surgical team experience and various anatomical landmarks. While patient-specific
guides naturally advance our understanding of the patient anatomy preoperatively, leading to higher screw-insertion
accuracy and potentially reducing the time of surgery and risk of future complications.

Conclusion
Patient-specific 3D-printed guides regardless of their design features improve the accuracy and consistency of screw
insertions in compare to nonguided FH technique regardless of surgeon’s level of experience. Nonetheless perhaps
junior surgeons will benefit even more than senior surgeons. While our results did not find a conclusive difference
between the FC, MC and LC designs that were considered in this study, it highlighted that perhaps MC and LC
guides and smaller guide approaches for better visualization of the anatomy can be considered in future cadaveric
human studies. A drilling guide could significantly reduce the size of the guide and offer a better visibility of the
entry point. It is necessary to find the correct combination of landmarks with good CT scan reproducibility and
easily to expose in the surgical practice to ensure a good guide design.

Summary points

• Patient-specific 3D-printed guides for pedicle screw insertion in spinal deformity surgery offer an alternative to
image-guided, robotic and free-hand (FH) methods. The aim of this study was to compare the performance of
three different guides designs based on their level of contact to the vertebra (guided) versus the FH (non guided)
approach.

• For the first experiment a 3D-printed anatomical model of a L2 of a female patient was used to assess the
repeatability and variability of the screws inserted using these devices.

• For the second experimental, lumbar spine of porcine cadaveric specimens were used to assess the role of soft
tissues. An ‘ideal’ screw position was planned pre-operatively and the postoperative deviations from the planned
screw alignment were quantified. Further screw positions were graded according to Gertzbein–Robbins
classification. Statistical analysis was carried out on the quantified data.

• The first experiment highlighted that the guided techniques led to a more accurate and repeatable screw
insertion compared with the nonguided technique (p ≤ 0.05).

• This finding was not statistically significant in the second experiment, nonetheless low contact guides showed a
higher clinical accuracy compared with medium contact and the FH technique. A variability in terms of accuracy
of screw insertion between different surgeons using nonguided/guided techniques was also observed.
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